
 

AMENDMENT 07 
OF THE ISAF RACING RULES OF SAILING (AMERICA’S CUP EDITION)  

VERSION 2.6 

In accordance with Racing Rule 86.1 the following amendment to the World Sailing Racing Rules 
of Sailing (America’s Cup Edition) v2.6. 

Deletions to the rule are marked with a strikethrough such as this, and additions to the rule are 
marked with an underline such as this. 

The proposed amendments are as follows: 

1. Rule 44 
 
44 PENALTIES GIVEN BY UMPIRES 
44.1 After a ‘Y flag protest’ is communicated to the umpires, they shall decide whether to 

penalize any yacht. They shall communicate via the RO Comms one of the following 
decisions: 
(a) ‘No penalty.’ 
(b) The identified yacht(s) shall take a penalty by complying with rules 44.2 and 44.3. 
(c) The identified yacht(s) is disqualified, and if the race is a match race, the match is 

terminated and awarded to the other yacht. 
44.2 Penalties 

 “2 hull-lengths behind” a yacht equals 2 hull-lengths between the most advanced points 
of the yachts on the course measured along the axis of the leg the penalized yacht is on. 
(a) Penalties prior to the starting signal 

Penalty for breaches of a rule that is signalled prior to the starting signal: at the 
starting signal, the penalized yacht shall act immediately to reduce her VMG / VMC 
until she loses 2 hull-lengths compared to a yacht that has started correctly within 4 
seconds of the starting signal and without a penalty. 

(b) Penalties for OCS and non-Part 2 breaches prior to the starting signal 
Penalty for yachts that are OCS, and for penalties that are not Part 2 penalties 
which are signalled prior to the starting signal: the penalized yacht shall act 
immediately to reduce her VMG / VMC until she is 2 hull-lengths behind all yachts 
that have started correctly within 4 seconds of the starting signal and without a 
penalty. 

(c) Penalties for Part 2 breaches after the starting signal for yachts in the pre-
start, on the same leg of the course, or within the zone of a mark. 
Penalty for breaches of a rule of Part 2 which occur after the starting signal and 
when yachts are in the pre-start, on the same leg of the course, or within the zone of 
a mark: the penalized yacht shall act immediately to reduce her VMG / VMC until she 
is 2 hull-lengths behind the yacht or yachts involved in the incident. 

(d) Other Penalties after the starting signal 
Penalty for breaches of a rule (other than penalties under rule 44.2(ba) or 44.2(bc)) 
that is signalled after the starting signal: the penalized yacht shall act immediately to 
reduce her VMG / VMC until she loses 2 hull-lengths compared to a yacht (as 
determined by the Umpire) that has started correctly and without a penalty. 

44.3 Penalty completion 
(a) A yacht completes her penalty when the umpires determine that a yacht has lost the 

required distance and they have signaled that the penalty is completed via the RO 
Comms.  

(b) However, when it is clear to the umpires that the penalized yacht is reducing her 
VMG / VMC but the loss of distance is not being incurred as intended, or the 
situation is not covered in rule 44.2, the umpires shall make their best effort to 
calculate what the VMG / VMC reduction should be. When they are satisfied with 
the loss of distance, the umpires shall signal that the penalty is completed via the 
RO Comms.  



 

44.4 All Penalties 
The following applies to penalties described in rules 44.2 and 44.3: 
(a) A yacht shall not take the penalty until after her starting signal. 
(b) The VMG / VMC loss of distance is based on the axis of the leg the penalized yacht 

is on. 
(c) The VMG / VMC loss of distance shall only be counted judged while the penalized 

yacht is inside the boundary. 
(d) If after the starting signal a yacht, whose hulls are within the boundary, that has a 

penalty tacks or gybes outside the zone of a rounding mark, the umpires shall give 
that yacht another penalty of the same type. 

(e) If a yacht has multiple penalties, then the penalties shall be taken consecutively. 
(f) A yacht taking a penalty on the first leg of the course shall not sail a course other 

than a proper course of a yacht without a penalty if as a result a keep-clear yacht 
sailing her proper course must change course to keep clear. 

(g) In a match race, if a yacht has a penalty and the other yacht is penalized, each 
penalty shall be cancelled and this shall be signalled via RO Comms. This rule does 
not apply to penalties for OCS. 

(h) A penalized yacht shall not be recorded as having finished until she takes her 
penalty and her hulls are completely on the course side of the line and its extensions 
and then finishes, unless the penalty is cancelled which may be after she crosses 
the finishing line. 

(i) When as a consequence of breaking a rule a yacht has compelled another yacht to 
break a rule, the other yacht shall be exonerated by the umpires without a hearing. 

 
 
THESE AMENDMENTS AGREED AND ACCEPTED on February 8, 2016: 

ORACLE TEAM USA (Defender) 

        by:        

ARTEMIS RACING (Challenger) 

        by:        

LAND ROVER BEN AINSLIE RACING (Challenger) 

        by:        

GROUPAMA TEAM FRANCE (Challenger) 

        by:        

EMIRATES TEAM NEW ZEALAND (Challenger) 

        by:        

SOFTBANK TEAM JAPAN (Challenger) 

        by:        

JAMES SPITHILL 



 

44.4 All Penalties 
The following applies to penalties described in rules 44.2 and 44.3: 
(a) A yacht shall not take the penalty until after her starting signal. 
(b) The VMG / VMC loss of distance is based on the axis of the leg the penalized yacht 

is on. 
(c) The VMG / VMC loss of distance shall only be counted judged while the penalized 

yacht is inside the boundary. 
(d) If after the starting signal a yacht, whose hulls are within the boundary, that has a 

penalty tacks or gybes outside the zone of a rounding mark, the umpires shall give 
that yacht another penalty of the same type. 

(e) If a yacht has multiple penalties, then the penalties shall be taken consecutively. 
(f) A yacht taking a penalty on the first leg of the course shall not sail a course other 

than a proper course of a yacht without a penalty if as a result a keep-clear yacht 
sailing her proper course must change course to keep clear. 

(g) In a match race, if a yacht has a penalty and the other yacht is penalized, each 
penalty shall be cancelled and this shall be signalled via RO Comms. This rule does 
not apply to penalties for OCS. 

(h) A penalized yacht shall not be recorded as having finished until she takes her 
penalty and her hulls are completely on the course side of the line and its extensions 
and then finishes, unless the penalty is cancelled which may be after she crosses 
the finishing line. 

(i) When as a consequence of breaking a rule a yacht has compelled another yacht to 
break a rule, the other yacht shall be exonerated by the umpires without a hearing. 

 
 
THESE AMENDMENTS AGREED AND ACCEPTED on February 9, 2016: 

ORACLE TEAM USA (Defender) 

        by:        

ARTEMIS RACING (Challenger) 

        by:        

LAND ROVER BEN AINSLIE RACING (Challenger) 

        by:        

GROUPAMA TEAM FRANCE (Challenger) 

        by:        

EMIRATES TEAM NEW ZEALAND (Challenger) 

        by:        

SOFTBANK TEAM JAPAN (Challenger) 

        by:        

Iain Percy



 

44.4 All Penalties 
The following applies to penalties described in rules 44.2 and 44.3: 
(a) A yacht shall not take the penalty until after her starting signal. 
(b) The VMG / VMC loss of distance is based on the axis of the leg the penalized yacht 

is on. 
(c) The VMG / VMC loss of distance shall only be counted judged while the penalized 

yacht is inside the boundary. 
(d) If after the starting signal a yacht, whose hulls are within the boundary, that has a 

penalty tacks or gybes outside the zone of a rounding mark, the umpires shall give 
that yacht another penalty of the same type. 

(e) If a yacht has multiple penalties, then the penalties shall be taken consecutively. 
(f) A yacht taking a penalty on the first leg of the course shall not sail a course other 

than a proper course of a yacht without a penalty if as a result a keep-clear yacht 
sailing her proper course must change course to keep clear. 

(g) In a match race, if a yacht has a penalty and the other yacht is penalized, each 
penalty shall be cancelled and this shall be signalled via RO Comms. This rule does 
not apply to penalties for OCS. 

(h) A penalized yacht shall not be recorded as having finished until she takes her 
penalty and her hulls are completely on the course side of the line and its extensions 
and then finishes, unless the penalty is cancelled which may be after she crosses 
the finishing line. 

(i) When as a consequence of breaking a rule a yacht has compelled another yacht to 
break a rule, the other yacht shall be exonerated by the umpires without a hearing. 

 
 
THESE AMENDMENTS AGREED AND ACCEPTED on February 9, 2016: 

ORACLE TEAM USA (Defender) 

        by:        

ARTEMIS RACING (Challenger) 

        by:        

LAND ROVER BEN AINSLIE RACING (Challenger) 

        by:        

GROUPAMA TEAM FRANCE (Challenger) 

        by:        

EMIRATES TEAM NEW ZEALAND (Challenger) 

        by:        

SOFTBANK TEAM JAPAN (Challenger) 

        by:        

Ben Ainslie








